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The Flying Horse Carousel at Watch Hill photo 1 is one of the
two oldest carousels in existence inthe United States.’
Thought to
have been built about 1876 and attributed
to the early Carousel maker
Charles IV. F. Dare Company of New York, it stands at the southern end
of Bay Street, about two hundred yards from the ocean beside the town
beach, in the quiet summer resort of Watch Hill.
*
The Carousel consists of twenty wooden horses ranged two abreast.
and suspended by chains from wooden sweeps, photos 2-4, sheltered
by a decagonal, hip-roofed pavillion with cobblestone piers.
Each
horse is said to have been carved from a single block of wood, although
legs appear to be separately darved, and each horse has a leather
saddle and bridle and teal horsehair tail and mane.
Saddles, bridles,
tails, and manes have been replaced several tithes, but the horses’
agate eyes are the originals..
The horses are grouped in two rows, all
facing the same direction,
and come in two sizes.
They are small
animals, naively carved and quite plain when compared with other
horses attributed
to Dare
notably those on the carousel at Oak
Bluffs, Martha’s Vineyard, Massachusetts
and certainly when compared
with the elaborate work of other slightly later master carousel makers
such as Charles I. D. Looff.’
--

--

Each horse is suspended from the heavy wooden framing of the canopy
roof by a chain connected at the rump and an iron bar joined to the
pommel.
The bars may have been substituted for original neck or head
chains, perhaps in. an attempt to steady the steeds and somewhat limit
their arc.
As the carousel turns, the horses swing out by centrifugal
force, hence the enduring and endearing name "Flying Horse Carousel."
Thre’e double seats were originally included in addition to the horses
for those who were too old, young, or too timid for free flight, but
these vanished in the hurricane of September 21, 1938, which devastated
Watch Hill.
Because it was judged that the sweeps were too old and
weak to support the weight of seats, the have not been restored to the
carousel.
Fortunately,
all the horses survi-ved the hurricane and
were unearthed from nearby sand dunes which wind and water had piled
about them.
Most of the carousel housing also survived the onslaught
of the storm.
i-The other carousel is at Oak Bluffs, Martha’s Vineyard, and isalso
attributed
to the Charles IV. F. Dare Company.
2Looff’s Crescent Park Carousel in East Providence, Rhode Island,
built c. 189t with horses dating from that year and for fifteen
years thereafter,
was nominated to the National Register of Historic
Places in 1976;
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The horses are housed in a small decagonal building whose rough
This pavillion
cobblestone columns support a wood-frame hip roof.
appears to have been built, or much altered, in the bungalow era of
The original canopy
the opening decades of the twentieth century.
The present roof material is asphalt
is said to have been of canvas.
hingling.
A low picket fence set on a two-foot cinderblock base
partially encloses the spaces between the shelter’s
piers and keeps
over-eager riders out of the path of the flying horses.
Alterations
to the carousel have been necessitated by changes in
technology motive power and source of music , by the hurricane
replacement of the roof framingand cover and the picket fence and
the loss of the chariots or seats,
and by years of continued use.
Restoration of the house and horses occurred in 1961 and again in 1974.
The 1961 work included strengthening the sweeps and center pole,
installing new roofing and metal work and a paved floor, and application
[n
o-f fresh coats of paint and new tails and manes, to the horses.
1974, the horses received, the more detailed attention of local dahinet
makers. William Street and Son of Westerly, who recarved two missing
legs and oversaw installation
of new leather saddles and flowing
horsehair tails and manes.
The horses’ were also stripped and repainted.
The metal stirrups,
which once hung by the horses’ flanks, have been
removed in an effort to preserve the wooden bodies; and riders
only
those twelve years of age or younger
are now strapped on their
mounts.
--

-

-

The carousel was originally powered by a calico horse,3 who spent
his summers walking in circles, and music was provided by a hand
In 1897 horsepower gave way to waterpower, which, in turn, tas
organ.
replaced, about 1914, with electicity
which is still the motive power.
By the turn of the twentieth century, the hand organ had been replaced
bya band organ which played from paper rolls.
Music is now provided
by a tape player installed
in 1975 within a copy of a hand organ.
The floor of the carousel, originally of sand, is presently poured
concrete.
Architectural
Ornamentation’ of the housing is limited to
a scalloped wooden canopy edging the perimeter of the revolving frame
and to the match-boarded central housing which conceals both the motor
and the tape system.
Victorian-style
stencil patterns have recently
been applied to this now-white-painted
housing in an attempt to re
capture its period flavor.
3Tallrnan,

Pleasant

Places

in Rhode Island,

p. 29.
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Charles W. F. Dare CarouseL
Company of New York

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Flying Horse Carousel at Watch Hill is reputedly the oldest
carousel extant in the United States today.
It is also one of the few
surviving carousels attributed to Charles iY. F. Dare Carousel Company of
New York, among the earliest Anerican makers of carousels and other’.
amusements.
It is an important artifact
for the study of American carving,
a still-active
reminder of the early development. of "amusements" in the
United States, and a landmark which holds a unique place in the affections
of local and area residents.
The carousel is tentatively
dated as having been built about 1876,
although it may have been built several years earlier.
The carousel at
Oak Bluffs, Martha’s Vineyard, is also dated to c. 1876 because its
horses and chariots are identical in every detail to those illustrated
in catalogs issued by the Dare Company in 1876 and 1878.4
Because the
horses at Marthas Vineyard are slightly more elaborate than those at
Watch Hill, there is some conjecture that the Watch Hill horses may be
earlier,
made before 1876.
Price, rather than age, however, may account for the
The Dare catalog makes the offer: "Those wishing smaller difference.
horses made
with the common enameled cloth or leather.saddles. and plain
finish, can
have such made in any size they wish, and in any dolor or quality,
too
14" width horse, complete in any attitude,
with carved saddle, c.
$25.00 to $35.00.
The difference in price is in the perfection of
finish and near approach to life in effect, etc., desired
by the party
ordering. "5 Perhaps price does explain the difference between
carousels:
the "party ordering" on Martha’s Vineyard went "wholethehogtwo
ordering the housing, complete with platform and paintings,
as well as
4Fried, "Flying Horses of Martha’s Vineyard Offer Surprise."
the canvas scene paintings used to cover .the outside rim and Additionally,
inside pole
of the carousel housing and the machine covering, as well
as
painted
views on the spreader boards, are very similar to those shown
in the
Dare catalogs.
Carousel expert Frederick Fried believes the artist who
painted the panels and canvases may have made the catalog woodcut
engravings from these paintings.
Slbid.
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Street Railway began direct trolley service between Westerly Village
and Watch Hill.
This line terminated at the carousel, as turn-of-thecentury views show.
The trolley was in operation six months a year
until it closed in 1921.
Around 1883, a large Cincinnati syndicate
began to sell house lots out of an 160-acre tract they had acquired;
many New York and Cincinnati families purchased these lots and soon
the hillside Was covered with large "handsome and picturesque"
summer
houses.9
By 1888 there were seven hotels and about fifty cottages.
By the time the trolley closed, the automobile had made significant
inroads.
This began the decline of Watch Hill’s height as a hotel
summer resort, ,and only one hoteL survives today.
Large summer houses
continued to be built, however, and despite the devastation of the ‘38
hurricane
15 lives lost and 53 houses swept out to sea
Watch
Hill remains a popular community for wealthy, summer and year-roundl
residents.
The F;lying. Horse Carousel continues to be one of its
singular attractions,
a landmark known and valued not only by residents
throughout Rhode Island and neighboring Connecticut, but by other
visitors as well.10
--

--

The recent restoration
efforts,
catried out by the. WatchHill
Improvement Society under the leadership of MrS. Cyril Vc Moore;
the on-going concern of its owner, the Watch Hill Fire District;
and
the affection in which it is ‘held,by the general public testify to
the importance of the Flying Horse Carousel and ensure its survival.

9Nebiker,

Historic

and Architectural

Resources

of Westerly,

RI. p.

-°In 1960 the French children’s author Paul Jacques Bonzon was so
taken with the carousel that he wrote a story about it "LePetit
Cheval de Bois," published in his.Contes de L’hiver.
The story
was translated into English and, with illustrations,
published
in the U.S., in 1976, asThe Runaway Flying Horse.

18
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VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION

That portion of plat 14 lot 21 immediately beneath the Carousel,
with a twenty-foot margin around the Carousel circumference.
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